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particularly during the transition to adolescence, including greater health, reduced ill-health, and greater academic achievement (Blackwell et al., 2007; Yeager et al., 2014) . As such, the application of the underlying theory to intervention and translational research seems to hold promise in bringing meaningful benefits.
Research on implicit beliefs in physical settings has evolved over more than twenty years, in highly varied contexts, using a range of outcome variables, and under the guise of several different terms including implicit theory, self-theory, ability beliefs, conceptions of ability, and mindset (e.g., Chase, 2010; Gao, Kosma, & Harrison, 2009; Jourden, Bandura, & Banfield, 1991; Kasimatis, Miller, & Marcussen, 1996; Spray, Wang, Biddle, Chatzisarantis, & Warburton, 2006) . The disparate nature of the research has perhaps meant that its influence is not as great as it may have been. Given the ad hoc nature of over twenty years of research, and the fact that no other systematic and meta-analytic review of implicit beliefs research in sport, PE and physical activity has been undertaken, it was considered timely and necessary to gather, catalogue, assess and evaluate the available evidence and to present an informative summary. In so doing, we aimed to synthesise and bring some clarity to this area and to stimulate higher quality research so that meaningful benefits can be achieved within the sport, physical education, and physical activity contexts. The secondary purpose of this review was to compare and contrast the evidence by context, gender, age, culture, study design, measurement frequency, and reporting method. For example, it is possible that beliefs about ability have a stronger influence in a sports context where ability-based tasks are frequent and judgements regarding success are more overt than in physical activity contexts (Dweck, 1999) . Furthermore, ability beliefs may also be stronger among older children who are more readily able to distinguish between ability and effort than younger children (Fry & Duda, 1997) and may also differ by gender (Spray et al., 2006) . Lastly, further purposes of the review were to identify gaps in the body of evidence, and provide specific directions for future research. As such, three key research questions were addressed: (1) What are the outcomes associated with implicit beliefs in sport, physical activity, and physical education contexts?; (2) What is the strength and quality of this evidence?; (3) Does the evidence differ by pertinent variables such as context, gender, age, culture, study design, measurement frequency, and reporting method?
Methods
Reporting of this systematic review has followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, Altman, & The PRISMA Group, 2009) 
Evidence Included in the Systematic Review
Any study published or accepted for publication in a peer-reviewed journal that used a valid and reliable quantitative measure of implicit theory was eligible for inclusion in the systematic review. Each study was required to have been conducted in the context of sports, physical activity or physical education. No limits were set in regards to study design or sample size. There was no comparison group required, and no limits were placed on the outcomes of the study apart from the requirement of a measure of implicit beliefs. Similarly, no exclusion criteria were set in regards to participant characteristics. Conference abstracts, dissertations, theses, and articles published in non-peer reviewed journals were not included in the review to avoid potential duplication of data in the review and to impose a proxy measure of minimum scientific rigor for included studies. No date limits were set, and only studies that were reported in the English language were considered for inclusion.
Database Search Strategy
The terms used in literature search were negotiated between the authors. In particular, the search terms encompassed the range of terms under which research on implicit beliefs has been conducted. The search terms were deliberately selected to capture a wide range of potential evidence in order to ensure that no relevant evidence was missed. The full search strategy is presented in Table 1 . An identical search strategy was conducted over five academic databases during the first two weeks September, 2014, including: MEDLINE; SportsDISCUS; PsycINFO; PubMed; and Scopus. Each search was conducted by a single researcher. Where possible, results were limited to: English language; abstract available online; peer reviewed; journal articles, and; human subjects. The results of each search were saved, and entered into an Endnote X3 database (Thompson Reuters, California). Duplicates were removed by the Endnote program, and where possible, duplicates were also removed manually prior to initial screening.
Grey Literature Search Strategy
Firstly, additional articles known to the authors and other content experts were assessed for possible inclusion. Content experts were identified following the database search, and were contacted by email. Secondly, the reference lists of retrieved full-text articles were searched, in addition to the reference lists of relevant review articles and excluded documents such as dissertations.
Inclusion of Articles
Initial screening of all articles collected in the database and grey literature searches was conducted by two independent researchers. The researchers screened each article by title and abstract for potential relevancy. Articles were retained for full-text screening if one reviewer deemed the article as potentially relevant. Full text copies of all retained articles were obtained, and screened for relevancy. Where articles were excluded at this stage, a reason for exclusion was documented. Secondary screening of full text articles was conducted by a single researcher. Where there was some ambiguity about the relevancy of any given article, this was discussed between two researchers and a consensus decision was reached.
Data Extraction
Data were extracted from each of the included articles by one reviewer, with 10 (23%) randomly chosen articles checked for accuracy by a second reviewer. There were no errors of data extraction evident in any of the randomly checked articles and data were extracted into an electronic database, including: author; date of publication; country of origin; study design; participant details; context of study (sport, physical activity or physical education); measure of implicit theory used; other relevant outcomes/correlates; measures of other relevant outcomes/correlates used; length of follow up (if any); control group used (if any); statistical analyses used; statistical measures of the relationship between implicit theory and other outcomes/correlates; covariates (if any), and; comments on overall quality of the study. Studies were grouped according to this information for the purposes of meta-analyses, including by outcome/correlates, participant gender and age, and study context.
Assigning Risk of Bias and the Strength of Evidence
The strength of the overall body of evidence was assessed using the Levels of Evidence adapted from Lau et al. (2007) . The objective appraisal of the level of evidence is based upon a pre-specified scale that is determined by the study designs and quality. Within this framework randomised controlled trials are considered to have the highest level of evidence (Level 1) while anecdotal reports or inadequate data are considered to have the lowest evidence (Level 4). Where there were limitations evident in randomised controlled trials, the level of evidence that was assigned could drop from Level 1 to Level 2. An overwhelming level of evidence derived from cross-sectional studies is assigned as Level 2 evidence, while a small number of cross-sectional studies are considered as Level 3 evidence.
Statistical Analyses
Outliers and publication bias are problematic when conducting a statistical synthesis and to address these issues data were screened to determine if results were influenced.
Outliers are large residual values (z-scores) two standard deviations (+1.96) above or below the study's mean effect size. Decisions made to retain or exclude outliers were based on whether overall results remained significant (p < .05) and within the 95 th percent confidence interval. Publication bias or the 'file drawer problem' can influence meta-analytic results when relevant studies are missed or excluded when conducting the literature search process (Rosenthal, 1979; Rothstein, Sutton, & Borenstein, 2005) . Methods used to identify and control for publication bias included review of the funnel plot (Egger, Davey Smith, Schneider, & Minder, 1997) , a Fail Safe N calculation (Rosenthal, 1979) , and a 'Trim and Fill' procedure (Duval & Tweedie, 2000) . Asymmetrical funnel (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009; Light & Pillemer, 1984) provide an initial estimate of the influence of publication bias requiring further analyses using both Fail-Safe N and 'Trim & Fill' methods. Rosenthal's (1979) Fail Safe N calculates the number of studies needed to nullify a significant effect and Duval and Tweedie's (2000) 'Trim and Fill' estimate yields an adjusted estimate of effect (if publication bias is present) through an iterative statistical procedure to calculate a symmetrical funnel plot.
Analyses were conducted with Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (CMA) version-2 software (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2005) . Interpretation of the effect size calculations were based on Cohen's (1988) determination of small (r < .10), medium (r < .30), and large (r > .50) effect sizes. The study was considered to be the unit of analysis, therefore, when studies contained multiple measures (outcomes) CMA averages the different calculations into a summary effect. Pearson's r (r_) was the effect size metric selected to determine the relationships between incremental and entity beliefs and other variables.
Fisher's z score was used to compute the summary effect, variance, standard error, and confidence limits and was calculated using the following formula:
The formula used to compute Fisher's z back to a correlation was:
To provide overview of the literature additional analyses (outcomes and moderator) were used to determine the magnitude of effect for specific relationships (outcome) as well as how effect sizes vary between moderating variables (sub-groups; i.e., study design, study context
[physical activity, sport, physical education], gender, age, questionnaire frequency, and reporting method). Based on the purposes of the current investigation a random effects model was used to interpret findings and apply real world data (Field, 2001 (Field, , 2003 Hunter & Schmidt, 2000) . A random effects model assumes error is connected to sampling procedures and additional between study variance (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2010; Hunter & Schmidt, 2000) . Analyses completed using a random effects model adjust effect sizes by the inverse weight of the variance to consider both the sampling and between study error (Borenstein et al., 2009) .
Outcome Analyses
The outcomes reported across studies included a number of similar variables with different terminology. For example, mastery climate can also be referred to as task-involved climate. To be consistent in reporting the summary effect for different outcomes, the authors reviewed studies reporting measurement tools used to collect data and only reported outcome constructs that used similar measures across studies. To conduct outcome analyses studies were grouped by outcome measure. Further analyses were conducted on two groups whereby studies were sorted into their relationships with adaptive and maladaptive outcomes. Final groupings for outcome measures were agreed upon by all authors before analyses were completed.
Subgroup Analyses
Random effects models assume data (i.e., studies included) will be heterogeneous due to sampling and between study variance. Subgroup (moderator) analyses provide the strength and/or direction of relationships between independent and dependent variables (Shaddish & Sweeney, 1991 (Borenstein et al., 2009; Hedges & Olkin, 1985) . The tausquare (τ 2 ) value provides an estimate of total variance between studies and is also used to calculate study weights. The I-square (I 2 ) value provides an estimate of the overlap of confidence intervals and is interpreted as low (25%), moderate (50%), or high (75%) values of the total variance attributed to covariates (Higgins, Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, 2003) Small subgroup sample sizes (k < 5) may influence the precision of τ 2 ; therefore, a pooled estimate of variance was used for all calculations (Borenstein et al., 2009) .
Results
In total, 1,826 citations were entered into the Endnote database for initial screening.
Researcher 1 retained 123 articles for full-text screening, while researcher 2 retained 91
articles. In total, there were 140 articles retained for review. Thus, 74 of the 140 articles were retained by both researchers. Low agreement at this stage reflects the conservative approach to initial screening and the wide variety in potential terms used to describe the construct under investigation. Secondary screening of full text articles resulted in a total of 43 articles containing 47 independent samples for inclusion in the final systematic review. A flow diagram of the study selection process appears in Figure 1 . A full list of articles included in the review as well as the relevant coding information appears in Table 2 . Only 39 studies were included in the final meta-analysis due to the necessary data being unobtainable from 4 studies. In total, data were collected from 18,336 participants with the majority of subjects between the ages of 11 to 23 (age range 11-62) representing 11 different countries.
Qualitative Synthesis of the Evidence
Of the 43 papers that were included in the systematic review, fourteen were undertaken within the sports context, thirteen within a physical activity or exercise context, and sixteen within a physical education context. Three papers reported on more than a single study (Biddle, Wang, Chatzisarantis, & Spray, 2003; Sarrazin et al., 1996; Stevenson & Lochbaum, 2008) , 47 separate studies reported over the 43 papers. Thirty-seven of the 47 studies were cross-sectional in design, seven were experimental, and three were longitudinal.
Participants were typically school (28 studies) or university students (13 studies). Major outcome variables were theoretically informed, including achievement goals (27 studies, 7 of which used the 2x2 model of achievement goals), perceived competence or self-efficacy (27 studies), motivation or amotivation (16 studies), and motivational climate (4 studies). The majority of included studies pertained to cognitive correlates of implicit beliefs, while very few pertained to behavioural correlates. In addition to those mentioned above, cognitive correlates included affect, enjoyment, and anxiety (e.g., Kasimatis et al., 1996; Y. Ommundsen, 2001a) . Behavioural correlates were most often a measure of physical activity or a measure of task performance. Other behavioural correlates included selfregulation, self-handicapping, reactions to success and failure, and effort (e.g., W. Li, Lee, & Solmon, 2005; Y. Ommundsen, 2001b Y. Ommundsen, , 2003 . Notable absences in outcome variables according to the underlying theory were behavioural measures such as persistence and engagement with challenging tasks. In sum, there is a high level of repetition (but not replication) within the body of literature, particularly using cross-sectional designs, with a notable failure to advance knowledge by including a variety of outcome measures, most notably behavioural measures.
Twelve of the studies used the bi-dimensional Conceptions of the Nature of Athletic Ability Questionnaire (CNAAQ; Sarrazin et al., 1996) which assesses entity and incremental beliefs in separate subscales. A further 25 used a revised version of the CNAAQ (CNAAQ-2; . Other measures used to capture implicit beliefs include the Implicit Self
Theories Questionnaire -a five-item measure of beliefs about one's 'health' (Lochbaum, Bixby, Lutz, Parsons, & Akerhielm, 2006) , and a three-item scale reflecting a single bipolar construct from entity to incremental beliefs (Potgieter & Steyn, 2010; Sarrazin et al., 1996; Sevincer, Kluge, & Oettingen, 2014) . A more specific measure adapted to hockey skills was used by Solmon and colleagues (2003) . All measures were self-reported.
Six of the seven experimental studies manipulated implicit beliefs, while one used the CNAAQ-2 as an outcome measure (Moreno, Lacárcel, & Del Villar Álvarez, 2010) . Beliefs were manipulated using written instructions (Jourden et al., 1991; Moreno, González-Cutre, Martín-Albo, & Cervelló, 2010) , verbal instructions (Kasimatis et al., 1996; Lirgg, Chase, George, & Ferguson, 1996; Spray et al., 2006) , and video instructions . Only two studies conducted some form of manipulation check to examine whether the entity and incremental beliefs had successfully been induced (Lirgg et al., 1996; Spray et al., 2006) .
Strength and Quality of the Evidence
A total of seven experimental and forty cross-sectional/longitudinal studies were not deemed sufficient for categorisation as Level 1 evidence. Some of the major flaws of the experimental studies as a body of evidence include a small range of outcome measures, an absence of replication studies, an absence of manipulation checks to confirm that beliefs were successfully induced, an absence of long-term follow-up measures, and small sample sizes.
However, we believe that the forty cross-sectional studies justify categorisation of Level 2 evidence because the outcomes that have been investigated include a consistent cross-section of important and theoretically informed variables. Major correlates of implicit beliefs such as goal orientation, self-efficacy, and motivation have been replicated numerous times and findings are consistent across studies. In order to provide a greater level of evidence more randomised controlled studies are required that address the limitations mentioned above.
Quantitative Analyses

Meta-Analysis
Four studies were not able to be included in the meta-analysis because the data that were reported were insufficient Jourden et al., 1991; W. Li, Harrison, & Solmon, 2004; Solmon et al., 2003) . The coding characteristics of all other studies included in the analysis are provided in Table 2 . The influence of outliers on the relationship between implicit beliefs and various outcomes was checked using a 'one study removed' procedure in CMA. The sensitivity analyses for both entity and incremental beliefs identified the same two studies (Chen et al., 2008; Wang, Liu, Biddle, & Spray, 2005) as having standard residual values larger than two standard deviations above or below the mean. However, outliers were retained because the effects for incremental and entity beliefs were unchanged (i.e., within the 95% confidence interval) following removal (see Table 3 ).
Six experimental studies were included in the quantitative analyses that reported mean differences between groups instead of relationships between variables and no transformations were performed to conduct the analyses. As single-sample correlations were not reported, and due to the sample size (k = 6) these studies have not been included in the outcome or moderator analyses (Tables 2-7) , and findings have been reported separately. The summary treatment effect for interventions was significant (k = 6, g = 0.09, 95% CI = 0.02, 0.17, Z = 2.47, p = .019) across all outcomes. Results suggest modest improvements in groups where incremental beliefs were induced and that findings were invariant across outcomes as indicated by insignificant heterogeneous statistics (Q T (5) = 7.11, I 2 = 29.65, p = .213).
INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE
Outcome Analyses
Individual relationships between implicit beliefs and adaptive and maladaptive outcomes are provided in Table 3 . Correlations between entity beliefs and adaptive outcomes were significant (k = 23, r_ = -.11, 95 % CI = -.14, -.08, p < .001). Weak to moderate negative correlations were significant between entity beliefs and the Relative Autonomy Index (RAI; k = 7, r_ = -.32, p < .001) and other measures of intrinsic motivation (k = 6, r = -.12, p = .039).
Maladaptive outcomes were significantly and positively correlated with entity beliefs (k = 19, r_ = .17, 95 % CI = .12, .21, p < .001). There were significant weak and moderate positive relationships between entity beliefs and ego orientation (r_ = .13, p < .001), performance climate (r_ = .34, p < .001), performance approach goals (r_ = .18, p < .001), and performance avoidance goals (r_ = .19, p < .001). Study variability for entity beliefs and both adaptive and maladaptive processes as measured by between study variance (τ 2 ) and overlap of confidence intervals (I 2 ) statistics indicated consistent findings for mastery climate, RAI, mastery approach goals, ego, orientation, and performance climate. All other variables had inconsistent (high variability) markers indicating the need for moderator analyses for each outcome.
There was a significant (k = 28, r_ = .37, 95 % CI = .27, 0.47, p < .001) positive relationship between incremental perceptions and adaptive processes with effect sizes ranging from small to moderate. Significant (p < .05) positive relationships were found between incremental beliefs and the adaptive outcomes of task orientation (r_= .39, p < .001), mastery climates (r_ = .40, p < .001), enjoyment (r_ = .41, p < .001), perceived competence (r_ = .27, p < .001), RAI (r_ = .37, p < .001), intrinsic motivation (r_ = .40, p < .001), and mastery approach goals (r_ = .41, p < .001). Relationships between incremental beliefs and maladaptive outcomes did reveal a significant (p =.037) overall effect size. Weak significant relationships were found between incremental beliefs and performance climate (r_ = -.12, p < .001) and mastery avoidance goals (r_ = .17, p < .001). Heterogeneity statistics indicated that there was a large degree of study variability. The between study variance (τ 2 ) and overlap of confidence intervals (I 2 ) statistics indicated a need for moderator analyses for each outcome.
Moderator analyses for specific outcomes were not conducted for the different moderators as there were insufficient data.
INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE
Publication Bias
Publication bias in the relationships between both incremental and entity beliefs and adaptive/maladaptive outcomes was unlikely as the Fail Safe N calculations indicated that a large number of studies were needed to nullify the significant effects. All Fail Safe N's are given in Table 3 . The trim and fill procedure adjusted the summary effect size for the overall relationships between entity beliefs and adaptive outcomes with a slight increase in correlation (r = -.10, 95 % CI = -.13, -.07, p < .05). A decreased correlation (r = .02, 95 % CI = -.03, .06, p > .05) was also observed between incremental perceptions and maladaptive outcomes. Results from the trim and fill procedures are indicative of unbalanced funnel plots, however, changes in the effect size calculations did not make substantial changes to effect sizes or corresponding confidence intervals.
Moderator Analyses
Borenstein and colleagues (2009) suggest that when subgroups are small (k < 5) the estimate of effect size will be imprecise. We have selected to report these smaller subgroups to provide a summary of the literature and then where possible (k > 3) provide a conservative interpretation. All results are presented in Tables 4 and 5 (incremental beliefs) and Tables 6 and 7 (entity beliefs) . No variables were found to moderate the relationship between incremental beliefs and maladaptive outcomes (Table 5 ). In contrast, study design and participant gender moderated the relationship between incremental beliefs and adaptive outcomes (Table 4 ). In particular, longitudinal studies (r_ = .45) yielded significantly greater (Q B (27) = 5.08, p < .05) positive correlations between incremental beliefs and adaptive outcomes than cross-sectional studies (r_ = .32). Female only (r_ = .42) samples had significantly stronger positive relationships between incremental beliefs and adaptive outcomes than did combined (r_ = .34) and male only (r_ = .29) samples. Despite some trends being apparent, no other moderator variables were able to explain effect size differences (large τ 2 and I 2 values). There were no significant differences in the relationships between entity beliefs and either adaptive (Table 6 ) or maladaptive (Table 7) outcomes by moderating variables. Sample sizes (smaller k < 5), effect sizes (below Cohen's criteria r < .10), and heterogeneity statistics (larger degrees of variability) prevented drawing definitive conclusions from the data.
INSERT TABLES 4-7 ABOUT HERE
Discussion
This systematic review and meta-analysis aimed to synthesise research pertaining to implicit beliefs about ability within the sport, physical education, and physical activity contexts. Specifically, three key research questions were addressed: (1) What are the outcomes associated with implicit beliefs in sport, physical activity, and physical education contexts?; (2) What is the strength and quality of this evidence?; (3) Does the evidence differ by pertinent variables such as context, age, gender, culture, or reporting method? These three questions will be discussed in turn.
Outcomes Associated with Implicit Beliefs
Meta-analyses of outcome variables demonstrate significant associations between incremental and entity beliefs and a small range of theoretically-informed outcome variables.
The most commonly studied correlates of implicit beliefs are goal orientations and motivational climate. Incremental beliefs are positively associated with a task orientation, mastery climate, mastery-approach goals, and mastery-avoidance. Incremental beliefs are negatively associated with a performance climate. In contrast, entity beliefs are positively associated with an ego orientation, performance climate, performance-approach goals, and performance-avoidance goals. Entity beliefs are negatively associated with a mastery climate.
These results are consistent with the foundational theoretical and empirical work of Dweck and colleagues (Diener & Dweck, 1978 , 1980 Dweck, 1986; Dweck & Leggett, 1988) , whereby implicit beliefs about ability are hypothesised to influence behaviour because they
give rise to the goals that one pursues within achievement contexts such as sport and PE to create a meaning system for individuals. Results are also consistent with an updated version of the original model revised to include the distinction between approach and avoidance goals (Elliot, 1999) . Furthermore, findings are consistent with a meta-analysis of implicit beliefs research undertaken across a broad range of outcomes which suggests that the relationship between implicit beliefs and goal attainment is mediated by goal orientation, including approach and avoidance goals (Burnette, O'Boyle, VanEpps, Pollack, & Finkel, 2013) . Given this consistency, we suggest that additional cross-sectional studies investigating the relationships between implicit beliefs and goal orientations would not extend knowledge in this area. A small number of experimental studies may be warranted to provide empirical evidence on the directionality of the relationship between implicit beliefs and achievement goals.
Incremental beliefs are moderately associated with measures of intrinsic and autonomous motivation. Entity beliefs are weakly negatively associated with measures of intrinsic motivation and moderately negatively associated with measures of autonomous motivation. Thus, it seems that incremental beliefs allow individuals to pursue self-referent goals which are more likely to be self-determined in nature. In contrast, entity beliefs are likely to predispose individuals to pursue other-referent or performance goals which may be less likely to be self-determined and more likely to be extrinsic in nature. Limited research into the reasons for pursuing performance goals has been conducted in sport, physical activity, and physical education settings. We suggest that implicit beliefs represent a potentially insightful line of inquiry into understanding self-determined versus controlling forms of performance goal adoption. It is also possible that incremental beliefs predispose individuals to higher levels of perceived competence and greater levels of perceived autonomy by virtue of the belief that one's basic abilities can be changed and therefore the environment can be controlled. Pannekoek, Piek and Hagger (2013) have hypothesised a motivational sequence in children's physical activity contexts whereby implicit beliefs about ability give rise to achievement goals, which in turn influence the satisfaction of one's basic psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness. The satisfaction of basic psychological needs subsequently predicts the degree of self-determined motivation for physical activity. This presents an interesting platform for theoretical integration, which has been sparse when it comes to implicit belief research. It may be beneficial for researchers to include measures of achievement goals, basic psychological need satisfaction, and selfdetermined motivation in order to provide a fuller picture of the motivational processes and sequences which may underpin the benefits associated with adaptive implicit beliefs.
Similarly, the role of entity beliefs in underpinning experiences of need thwarting and more controlling forms of motivation deserves attention.
Perceived competence is weakly associated with incremental beliefs but is not associated with entity beliefs. This is also likely due to those who hold incremental beliefs being likely to pursue self-referent goals (Dweck & Leggett, 1988) . As such, the conditions and criteria of success are placed in the hands of the individual and are decidedly more controllable than goals that are other-referent. As noted by Lepper, Master, and Quin Yow (2008) , the motivational power of feelings of competence can be fragile, especially when the difficulty of the task is high. Those high in incremental beliefs are likely to exert greater effort following the experience of failure, while those high in entity beliefs are more likely to withdraw and give up following failure and thereby succumbing to feelings of incompetence.
Nonetheless, it remains unclear exactly where perceived competence should fit within the overall social cognitive model of achievement motivation. In line with the explanation offered by Lepper et al. (2008) , Dweck and Leggett (1988) offer perceived competence as a moderating variable between goal orientation and motivational outcomes. In contrast, in a revised model, perceived competence is hypothesised as an independent antecedent of goals (Elliot, 1999) . The latter perspective infers that perceived competence and implicit beliefs may interact to influence outcomes directly, as well as via their effect on achievement goal adoption. Further research in the physical domain is needed to explore the relationships between perceived competence and implicit beliefs within contemporary models of achievement motivation.
Incremental beliefs are moderately associated with all outcomes except for ego orientation and performance approach and avoidance goals. In contrast, entity beliefs are not associated with enjoyment or perceived competence, and relationships between entity beliefs and outcomes are generally weak or very weak. It is unclear why the extent to which one believes that ability can be acquired is a better predictor of outcomes than the opposing belief that ability is a fixed entity. However, it is possible that incremental beliefs provide greater psychological value as they facilitate the adoption of self-referent goals and do not subject individuals to the negative psychological effects of perceived failure that are typically associated with high levels of entity beliefs in potentially highly valued and publicly visible domains (Dweck, 1999) .
Strength and Quality of the Evidence
We deemed that the body of evidence was insufficient for categorisation at Level 1 based on a lack of controlled experimental evidence (Lau et al., 2007) . In addition, the few experimental studies that were conducted examined only a small range of outcomes variables, lacked replication, and were generally of a low quality. In order to build the evidence base, more well-designed randomised controlled experiments are needed, with a particular focus on both expanding the range of outcome variables and replication studies. Of particular note was a lack of manipulation checks that are needed to ascertain whether or not the manipulation of implicit beliefs was successfully conducted. Also noteworthy were small sample sizes and a lack of follow-up measures to ascertain the degree to which changes were maintained. The body of cross-sectional studies provides a sufficient validation of theoretical principles and evidence-based platform from which to move to a more solution-focussed approach to research. A solution-focussed approach is characterised by an emphasis on experimental research and represents a conscious attempt to move forward from correlational and theoretical work (Robinson & Sirard, 2005) A solution-focussed approach can be applied to promote enjoyment and prevent dropout in organised sports, promote greater academic achievement in and beyond physical education, and promote greater intensity and duration of physical activity.
Moderating Variables
Meta-analyses showed a distinct lack of moderating factors, and this is perhaps indicative of a disparate body of literature that is seemingly characterised by a lack of a systematic research program and typical use of small sample sizes. For example, it may have been expected that the relationship between implicit beliefs and outcome variables would be strongest during early adolescence where transitions to high school can magnify the protective and adaptive benefits of incremental beliefs (Blackwell et al., 2007; Yeager et al., 2014) . The lack of systematically conducted research perhaps obscures any potential moderating variables such as age. Moving forward, programs of research which are able to systematically address issues such as potential moderating variables are needed. In addition, the field would benefit from larger sample sizes as well as diversification of the populations under investigation. High school students and university students are over-represented and there is a need to extend findings to adults and elite athletes.
Issues Relevant to Future Research
To date, there has been only a narrow range of outcomes associated with implicit beliefs about ability. Most of these outcomes have a strong theoretical basis for their inclusion in correlational studies, and this has served to strengthen the theoretical framework that underpins the research line and leads to a degree of confidence in the core constructs that are at play in influencing adaptive outcomes. Nonetheless, there is now scope to diversify the correlates under investigation as well as the different pathways through which beliefs could be hypothesised to influence adaptive outcomes. In particular, behavioural outcomes such as effort, persistence, willingness to seek out challenge, and intensity of physical activity are notable omissions from the research and warrant inclusion as theoretically informed outcome variables (Dweck, 1999) . Other notable omissions also include social and environmental antecedents of implicit beliefs. Knowledge of how entity and incremental beliefs are influenced can give rise to evidence-based interventions to promote adaptive outcomes in sport, PE, and physical activity such as motivation, enjoyment, continued participation, and health.
Meta-analyses showed distinct differences in the range and strength of correlates between incremental and entity beliefs and this may have implications for the measurement of implicit beliefs about ability. Such differences suggest that incremental and entity beliefs may be independent beliefs with independent effects. However, it is unclear whether this is a product of the measurement tool commonly used by researchers (CNAAQ and CNAAQ-2) which includes separate subscales for incremental and entity beliefs. This approach to measurement is inconsistent with other areas of implicit belief research including personality (Yeager et al., 2014) , intelligence, emotional functioning (Romero, Master, Paunesku, Dweck, & Gross, 2014) , and cognitive resources (Job, Dweck, & Walton, 2010) , all of which operationalise incremental and entity beliefs as opposite ends of a single, dichotomous construct. In these domains implicit beliefs have been assessed with a short continuous scale containing both fixed and growth items in which high or low scores indicate a dominant belief. Scores are subsequently used to classify participants as 'entity or incremental theorists', reflecting their dominant belief. The beliefs are viewed as dichotomous, although measured using one continuous scale.
Despite the inconsistency in approaches to measurement of implicit beliefs, there may be some benefits to a more comprehensive approach whereby entity and incremental beliefs are measured independently. For example, correlations between entity and incremental beliefs are typically weak-to-moderate and negative, suggesting they do not represent opposite ends of a single, bipolar construct Lintunenet et al., 1999; Ommundsen, 2003; Sarrazin et al., 1996; . As such, measuring entity and incremental beliefs separately enables the examination of within-person belief profiles.
An individual can believe quite strongly that certain elements of sport ability are fixed whereas other contributory qualities (referents) are malleable -a 'high-high' profile.
Qualitative work with elite athletes has demonstrated the complexities inherent in the nuanced nature of entity and incremental beliefs. Typically, athletes conceptualise their sporting attainment as a consequence of many and diverse personal attributes, some of which they view as fixed, and others of which they consider much more malleable through effort and practice (Jowett & Spray, 2013; Slater et al., 2012) . As such, while evidence exists to suggest that the distinction between entity and incremental beliefs may be a meaningful one, it may be important to reconcile the way that implicit beliefs are operationalised with other prominent areas of study or to choose an approach to measurement that is conceptually and empirically consistent with the research questions under examination.
A dearth of experimental research (k = 6) means that researchers and practitioners are unclear on the most compelling and enduring methods of manipulating implicit beliefs.
Furthermore, a lack of follow-up measures means that it is also unclear how long manipulations of beliefs are likely to last, while a lack of manipulation checks means that we cannot conclude with any certainty that the current methods have been effective. Spray et al.
(2006) used a text passage which was read by participants to manipulate beliefs, and have shown that this was an effective means of manipulating implicit beliefs. However, higher impact and more meaningful methods may include visual, auditory, or interactive methods. It is also likely that the methods used to manipulate implicit beliefs will be highly contextualised and perhaps even individualised. Knowledge of the best methods to manipulate implicit beliefs is necessary to engage in effective solution-focussed, experimental research.
Lastly, it is worth considering that the way that one accesses, interprets, and acts upon 
Conclusion
Incremental beliefs demonstrate a moderately strong relationship with a limited set of theoretically-informed correlates, and appear more strongly related to a wider variety of outcomes than entity beliefs. Given the current synthesis of evidence, athletes, coaches, and psychology practitioners should focus on facilitating high levels of incremental beliefs due to the demonstrated association with adaptive outcomes including mastery goals, intrinsic and autonomous motivation, enjoyment, and perceived competence. However, to inform and support strategies that may be used by athletes, coaches and practitioners, researchers need to adopt a solution-oriented approach, characterised by an emphasis on experimental research.
We recommend researchers should focus their efforts on systematically exploring the most powerful ways of inducing adaptive implicit beliefs with the aim of providing solutions to significant problems such as preventing dropout from organised sports, improving academic grades in and beyond physical education, and increasing levels of physical activity. ƚ Fisher's Z was used to calculate effect size statistics. k = number of effect sizes. r_ = uncorrected effect size (Pearson's r). SE = standard error. S 2 = variance. 95% CI. = confidence intervals (lower limit, upper limit). Z = test of null hypothesis.τ 2 = between study variance in random effects model. I 2 = total variance unexplained by moderator. * indicates p < .05. A = Total Q-value used to determine heterogeneity. B = Between Q-value used to determine significance between subgroups (α < 0.05). ƚ Fisher's Z was used to calculate effect size statistics. k = number of effect sizes. r_ = uncorrected effect size (Pearson's r). SE = standard error. S 2 = variance. 95% CI = confidence intervals (lower limit, upper limit). Z = test of null hypothesis.τ 2 = between study variance in random effects model. I 2 = total variance unexplained by moderator. * indicates p < .05. A = Total Q-value used to determine heterogeneity. B = Between Q-value used to determine significance between subgroups (α < 0.05). ƚ Fisher's Z was used to calculate effect size statistics. k = number of effect sizes. r_ = uncorrected effect size (Pearson's r). SE = standard error. S 2 = variance. 95% C. I. = confidence intervals (lower limit, upper limit). Z = test of null hypothesis.τ 2 = between study variance in random effects model. I 2 = total variance unexplained by moderator. * indicates p < .05. A = Total Q-value used to determine heterogeneity. B = Between Q-value used to determine significance between subgroups (α < 0.05). ƚ Fisher's Z was used to calculate effect size statistics. k = number of effect sizes. r_ = uncorrected effect size (Pearson's r). SE = standard error. S 2 = variance. 95% CI. = confidence intervals (lower limit, upper limit). Z = test of null hypothesis.τ 2 = between study variance in random effects model. I 2 = total variance unexplained by moderator. * indicates p < .05. A = Total Q-value used to determine heterogeneity. B = Between Q-value used to determine significance between subgroups (α < 0.05).
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